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INTRODUCTION

The study of physics is often associated with somewhat dry, highly technical and very
mathematical topics. However, some of the most intriguing questions in physics arise at the
interface with biology and are readily associated with every-day experience.  Such topics might
include understanding how some animals, such as the silver spider in the figure, can reflect light
by metallic-appearing surfaces, while we know that insects are purely organic in nature.
Deducing how some animals see polarized light, or indeed how artificial muscles might be
produced.  My approach to these questions has been from a basis of understanding liquid
crystals, amazing materials that combine fluidity, order and functionality.

Figure 1.
A ‘silver spider’, native to Queensland in Australia.

The discovery of liquid crystals was credited to an Austrian biologist almost 110 years ago
when he noticed that the solid phase of a derivative of cholesterol melted to form an iridescent
fluid before becoming a clear liquid.  He realised that the classification of materials into solids,
liquids and gases was not adequate and the term 'liquid crystal' was coined.  Many thousands of
materials are now known to be liquid crystalline, including synthetic systems (e.g. materials for
displays, Kevlar, detergents and anti-asthmatic drugs) and naturally occurring materials (e.g.
beetles' wings, DNA, spiders' webs, and even budgerigar droppings).  

Liquid crystals are best known for their use in displays which became common in the early
1980s and are now used extensively.  Liquid crystal displays (LCDs) can be found in objects as
diverse as watches, calculators, information display boards, lap top computers and of course, flat
panel television sets.  They operate by modulating light and simple optics and an understanding
of what liquid crystals are is all that is necessary to understand how a liquid crystal light valve
works.  LCDs were invented in the 1950s, but only became common in the late 1970s.  The
main reason for this marketing delay was the lack of good stable chemicals that form liquid
crystals. Prof. George Gray CBE FRS, from Hull University's Chemistry Department in the
U.K., invented the first room-temperature, stable liquid crystalline materials in the 1970s. A
long-standing collaboration developed between academic chemists at Hull, industrial chemists at
BDH Ltd. (now Merck) and physicists at RSRE at Malvern (now QinetiQ), inventing mixtures
of materials that are still in use in devices today.
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WHAT ARE LIQUID CRYSTALS?

To understand how liquid crystal devices work, it is necessary to explain what a liquid crystal
actually is.  As the name suggests, liquid crystals are materials that have properties intermediate
to the solid and liquid states of matter.  They are fluids but they retain orientational order on
melting from the solid to the liquid crystal state.  This process is shown schematically in Figure
2 where a solid in the form of a hexagonal crystal lattice melts to form a liquid crystal before
finally melting to the 'normal' liquid state.

One of the prerequisites for a material to form a liquid crystalline state is that the molecules are
geometrically anisotropic; in the case shown here, they are cylindrical.  The orientational order
is characteristic of the liquid crystal state.  At the higher temperature depicted in the figure, the
molecules have sufficient energy to move completely randomly and no longer possess
orientational order. The simplest embodiment of an ordered fluid is shown in Figure 2, though
actually there are many different ways in which fluids can exhibit a combination of orientational
and positional order. We concentrate in this article on only two of the many different kinds of
liquid crystal phases: nematic liquid crystals, where the molecules tend to all point in the same
direction; and chiral nematic materials introduced in the next section. All of the common liquid
crystal devices employ nematic liquid crystals.

Crystal Liquid

Nematic Liquid
Crystal

HEAT HEAT

Figure 2.
On heating a crystal structure the molecules can form an oriented liquid crystal structure

before finally becoming totally disordered in the high temperature liquid phase.

THE CONSTRUCTION AND OPTICS OF AN LCD.

It is relatively simple to explain how a liquid crystal device works and its operation is shown
schematically in figure 3.  Consider first of all the left hand side of the diagram. It can be seen
that the device has a straightforward construction - it is a sandwich of nematic liquid crystal
between two pieces of glass.  The liquid crystal layer is extremely thin (only about 10 µm thick
– rather less than the thickness of a human hair) and the diagram is not drawn to scale.

The surface of the glass is treated to define the preferred direction that the nematic molecules
follow, usually by rubbing a polymer surface on the glass substrate.  In the case shown, the
alignment (rubbing) directions are perpendicular on the two surfaces. This ensures that the
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nematic molecules, that would prefer to all point in the same direction, in fact trace out a twisted
structure (a quarter turn).

The optical properties of this twisted nematic device are rather spectacular. It can easily be
shown that such a device guides the polarization of light, so that linearly polarized light entering
the device on the top is rotated and exits the crossed polarizer direction at the bottom.  This
means that the device is bright between crossed polarizers.  This interaction with polarized light
is a special property of liquid crystal layers (due to their birefringence). This effect can be
demonstrated by laying down a few pieces of sellotape one on top of the other, stacked to make
a quarter turn, and viewing between crossed polarizers.

Applied
voltage

Polarizer

Glass

Figure 3
The operation of a twisted nematic device in (a) the light state and (b) the dark state.  The glass

surfaces are coated with alignment layers that cause the molecules to preferentially orient in
specific directions on the surfaces.  The glass is also coated with transparent Indium Tin

Oxide electrodes, which allows a voltage to be applied across the liquid crystal layer.

Now consider the right-hand part of the diagram. The glass that forms the device is also coated
with a thin layer of indium tin oxide, which forms a transparent conducting surface that allows a
voltage to be applied to the liquid crystal layer. Nematic liquid crystal molecules possess a small
electronic dipole that ensures that the molecule responds to an electric field, as shown in figure
3. When the electric field is present, the molecules rotate to minimise their energy and align with
the field direction, which is perpendicular to the glass substrates.  The concept of an electrical
dipole moving in an electric field is identical to the more familiar concept of magnetic dipoles
rotating in a magnetic field.  When a voltage is applied to the device, it can thus be seen that the
quarter turn is destroyed, consequently removing the light guiding properties of the liquid
crystal layer. The device is now dark.

The operation of the device is now clear. The device is a light valve, which transmits light when
no voltage is applied to the device, and appears dark when the voltage is applied.  Notice that all
that liquid crystals can do is allow light to be transmitted or not - they are known as passive
devices, as opposed to active devices such as light emitting diodes or electroluminescent
displays which actually create light in some way.
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CHIRALITY IN LIQUID CRYSTALS.

The liquid crystal properties are related to their molecular structure. One of the most common
methods of changing the molecular structure in liquid crystals is to introduce chirality.
Chirality describes the lack of mirror symmetry in a molecule, i.e. the fact that for some
molecules the mirror image can not be superimposed on the original, something best shown in a
diagram (figure 4).  Chirality is often referred to as handedness - the left and right hands are
chiral as one is the mirror image of the other, but they cannot be superimposed directly onto one
another.  Chirality is quite common in nature; glucose comes in two different handenesses, one
of which is readily digested and the other which isn’t, though both taste sweet. The molecule
that makes the characteristic lemon smell is the opposite handedness (identical structure) of the
one that smells of orange. The addition of chirality to molecules is very important in liquid
crystals and can result in some fascinating fluids.  Here, only the simplest liquid crystal phase
that can be formed from chiral molecules is described, known as the cholesteric phase.  

Left handed Right handed

Figure 4.
A cartoon to illustrate chirality and handedness. The hands and helices are chiral (the mirror
images don’t superimpose on the original, though the structures are the same) and the helices

can be described as left- or right-handed.

The structure of the cholesteric phase is shown schematically in figure 5.  A slice of this
structure is identical to the nematic phase, i.e. all the molecules point in the same direction.
However, successive slices point in different directions and the overall structure is helical - this
can be seen by tracing out the positions tips of the molecules on progressing from one slice to
the next throughout the structure in the diagram

Figure 5.
The arrangement of molecules in a chiral nematic liquid crystal.

The helicoidal structure causes chiral liquid crystals to exhibit fascinating optical properties. The
helical repeat distance is very frequently about the same size as the wavelength of light, so
constructive interference takes place at optical wavelengths, resulting in iridescent colours. The
same optical phenomenon causes bright colours to be reflected from oil films on water, and is
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used to produce anti-reflection coatings on optical surfaces such as spectacles. The constructive
interference of a particular colour in cholesteric liquid crystals is known as selective reflection
and this phenomenon has resulted in some rather well-known applications in both technology
and in nature.

One of the most noticeable properties of cholesteric liquid crystals is not just that they
selectively reflect light of a particular wavelength and are therefore strongly coloured, but that
the colour that is reflected depends on temperature.  Such a material is known as
thermochromic. The helical structure of a cholesteric liquid crystal expands and contracts as the
temperature changes, so that the repeat distance of the structure and therefore the selectively
reflected wavelength is temperature dependent.  The typical dependence of the selective
reflection wavelength with temperature is shown in figure 6.  Lower temperatures correspond to
a longer pitch (and reflect red light), whilst at higher temperatures the pitch is shorter and the
reflected light is blue.  
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Figure 6
The usual temperature dependence of the colour of a cholesteric liquid crystal.

The use of cholesteric liquid crystals as thermochromic materials is widespread and they are
particularly common in medical applications.  In the simplest example, liquid crystals are used
in forehead thermometers. These devices are based on a strip printed with several different
thermochromic materials, each operating at a slightly different temperature around the normal
body temperature.  The segment that appears bright green is that which displays the correct
temperature (green appears brightest to the human eye).

Thermal mapping of various areas of the body has been used as a diagnostic technique for a
wide ranging group of medical conditions in which a temperature differential near the skin
surface may be related to the disorder.  Medical applications of liquid crystals are widespread;
material seems to have been applied to almost every possible area of the body!  Examples
include the evaluation of deep vein thrombosis and the prediction of foot ulceration in diabetic
patients through thermal mapping.  The use of liquid crystal thermography to screen for cancer,
especially breast cancer, has also been considered.  Subcutaneous and intracutaneous malignant
tumours are usually between 0.9˚C and 3.3˚C warmer than the surrounding tissue, making
thermography a useful candidate for cancer screening.

The less serious uses of thermochromic liquid crystals are also very well known.  Mood rings
change colour as the hand changes temperature, supposedly giving information on the wearer's
mood.  Stress cards (about the size of a credit card) can be held between the fingertips to give a
reading of how stressed the user is.  If stress is related to the temperature of the fingertips, then
this is a good way to measure it!  It is even possible to purchase 'love-o-meters' which, when
clutched in the hand or elsewhere indicates whether the holder is frigid, warm, steamy or
passionate!  Some textiles have been made that incorporate thermochromic liquid crystals  - an
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interesting idea, but not one which necessarily results in tasteful fashion (liquid crystal covered
swimsuits are an example of this!).

CHOLESTERIC LIQUID CRYSTALS IN NATURE.

Almost all living things exhibiting anisotropy in their organic tissues either are or once were
liquid crystalline.  There are many examples of liquid crystals in living things and a surprisingly
large number of them exhibit cholesteric phases.

One of the most striking examples of liquid crystals in biological systems is in beetles and other
insects where cholesteric liquid crystals can be responsible for the iridescent outer coats. Only
certain brightly coloured beetles have cholesteric liquid crystal films on their backs and others
simply use thin film interference to produce their brightly coloured outer coatings.  The colour
producing layer in beetles is thought to be created in the late chrysalis stage from a liquid
crystalline glandular secretion which rapidly hardens on their backs.  Mixed colours such as
bronze are created by changing the pitch throughout the liquid crystal layer.  In one beetle, the
Plusiotis Gloriana, the optical system is even more sophisticated.  The reflecting layer of this
scarab beetle has an anticlockwise helicoidal architecture and interferes only with left circularly
polarised light.  Below the first reflecting layer is another thin, non-twisted layer 1.8µm thick
that  transforms the transmitted right circularly polarised light to left circular which is reflected
by a second cholesteric layer.  Thus the reflectivity of this beetle is twice that of beetles with
only one cholesteric layer, nearing the optimum 100% value where both right and left circularly
polarised light are reflected.

Some liquid crystals phases occur when certain materials are dissolved in water, a very common
phenomenon in biological systems.  Biological materials that form liquid crystals include bile
acid salts, long chain fatty acids, retinols and vitamins A, E and K.  The deposits that clog
arteries are also in a liquid crystalline state, the main components being cholesteryl esters.
Myelin, that forms the sheath around nerve cells and is prominent in the transmission of
electrical impulses by the nerve, is also liquid crystalline.  Studies show that most of the
cholesterol that occurs in myelin and in the brain, is synthesised in situ and forms a liquid
crystal phase with water. Blood can in some circumstances form a liquid crystal phase, a
situation which is rather dangerous since the viscosity increases, hindering the flow.  The
condition where this occurs is known as sickle cell anaemia.  Indeed it is not surprising that so
many biological systems exhibit liquid crystallinity.  All require some sort of order and the
retention of fluid properties.  What is perhaps surprising is that it took so long for such systems
to be recognised since understanding biological systems clearly requires some understanding of
the liquid crystal state.

POLARIZED VISION IN VERTEBRATES.

It is clear that many interesting effects in nature are due to the formation of liquid crystal
phases; phases in which the fluid systems are ordered and have specific functionality. In
developing our understanding of liquid crystal displays, we wondered whether we could use our
technological approach to understand how some vertebrates detect polarized light.  

Although most ‘naturally occurring’ light is unpolarized, reflection and scattering of light can
cause it to be partially polarized. For example, the polarization of light by scattering in the sky is
made use of by ‘polarizing filters’ on cameras.  The added dimension of polarization of light is
made use of quite extensively in nature. The bee was the first animal known to navigate by
polarization, linking the optical detection of polarized light to an understanding of which
direction the sky is most polarized at different parts of the day. Many other insects also use
polarization as a navigation aid, and the way in which compound eyes detect polarized light has
been known for several years.  The puzzle of how polarization discrimination could work for
vertebrates, which have very different eyes, has only recently been solved. It is known that
photoreceptors in the retina include photosensitive pigments held (oriented) in a membrane
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which  has liquid crystalline order.  Dr N Roberts, from the group at Manchester University,
worked with biologists in Canada on the polarization vision of coho salmon. He measured the
angular dependence of the polarization sensitivity of individual rods and cones, manipulating
them in a laser tweezing apparatus  to allow him to measure the tiny individual cells. Nick then
modelled his results using the same kind of mathematics that allows us to understand the optics
of liquid crystal devices. This showed that the photopigments were held in a particular kind of
liquid crystal phase within the photoreceptors, and gave the only viable model to date that
explains the polarization sensitivity of eyes in vertebrates.

LIQUID CRYSTALS POLYMERS AND ARTIFICIAL MUSCLES.

Very recently, quite a lot of work has been done to investigate how liquid crystalline order might
be used in muscle systems. The idea is based on the fact that liquid crystal phases can also form
from polymer systems.  In this case, liquid crystal units are either chemically included into a
backbone, forming mainchain polymer liquid crystals, or grafted onto a non-liquid crystalline
backbone, forming sidechain polymer liquid crystals.  Mainchain liquid crystal phases were
actually discovered some years ago and are perhaps best known for their use in high-tensile
fibres such as Kevlar.  Side-chain systems have also been known for well over 25 years and the
polymeric state can be used to store optical information. For example, if cholesteric side-chain
polymers are formed, the iridescent  colours that are exhibited can be ‘frozen in’ to the glassy
state of the polymer, so that they are not seen to be temperature sensitive, but their angularly
dependent reflection properties are very apparent.  This is a result of the fact that the colours are
formed by interference effects; it is easy to observe that the colours reflected by a soap bubble,
or a film of oil on water, depend strongly on the viewing angle.  Such optical effects are very
important in security applications, such as on bank notes, where one of the easiest forms of
forgery, photocopying, is readily prevented by including a material with an angularly dependent
optical property in the note.

Kevlar is a good example of how the mechanical properties of the liquid crystal are modified by
forming a polymer. In fact, liquid crystals can also be made from elastomers , by forming lightly
cross-linked polymer systems.  These elastomers have some remarkable properties, including
very high extensions that can be (reversibly) controlled by external stimuli such as heat (which
changes the liquid crystalline phase, voltage which changes the orientation direction, or even
light which can change both the orientation direction or the liquid crystal phase.  Such materials
are being studied in the context of artificial muscles and while they are a long way from actually
providing an alternative to biologically formed muscles, they form another powerful example of
how liquid crystals can be used to either mimic or understand natural systems better.

SUMMARY

Liquid crystals are remarkable materials that have a firm basis in both technology and in
understanding biology. The combination of fluidity, order and self-assemblyhas without doubt
revolutionised areas of technology. For example, it is difficult to see how mobile phones and lap
top computers would have emerged as such dominating examples of 21st Century technology
without liquid crystal displays that offer low cost, low power consumption and high quality
images. It is the same combination of fluidty, self-assembly and functionality that makes the
liquid crystal state of such fundamental importance in biology. Recognising this synergy allows
us to continue to translate understanding and innovation across subject boundaries.


